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In addition to conveying the intrinsic features of computer systems, the introductory courses inrConfliuter

Science Studies at Vassar' stress the capacities of computers to support established modes of inquiry, both'

through numeric and symbolic data applications. The theory and coding-specifics of languages includingPl:/1,

Fortran, Cobol, Assembler, and APL are, in the programming courses, related to scholarly research on'Eurrent

events and on longstanding issues. Consonant with the goal of introducing modern computational method into

the classical liberal arts setting, another type of course is offered in both the.firstand Second Semesters of the

freshman year.' As shown here in Appendix I, all Freshman Seminars at the College are intensive, highly

interactive colloquia encouraging close Contact among students and professors within small class settings, and.

in' the case of Computer Science 17-197, providing a gateway into, a specific field while at the "same 'time

promoting future integration of the rid with other types of studies both in college and beyond. /

A basic goal of education, in the undergraduate liberal arts setting is the encouragement pf critical .

thinking. Criticism is a complex activity, involving both decoding of source materials and encoding original

insights. In terms of decoding, criticism implies discerning observation; in terms of encoding, it implies

informed interpretation. in either case, critical thought is an act of translation, the processing of input

informatio , Ind creation of an output which interprets "meanings."

Kuc of the analysis involved in the critical process is, subjective, but a thoroughly honest attempt must be

made to locate reliable patterns in what is observed, and to restrict as much as possible the tendency to guess or

to bia's a study. The ability 'to locate and relate essential patterns should stand tkia student in good stead

'throughout life, and should benefit him in-any curricular discipline. What we strive to meal in the Freshman'

Seminar is the remarkable facility of computers for sorting and displaying information so that patterns ca

emerge more readily from textual as well as numeric materials. This knowledge is widely spread throughout t

computing profession, and is rapidly reaching fields such as literature, psychology, and political science. The

study of patterns in language and the use:of language as evidence are common to these varied disciplines.

11. A Prior Study and A Mods!

An example illustrating the boost which computers lend critical studies of langaage is the power of

computer- sorting to reveal important patterns in a major work of literature. iohn Milton's great epic Paradise

Lost' is encountered by most students in college if not before; it has inspired ast critical controversies which

have survived in discussion for three 'hundred years.

in the VassatTre:shman Seminar "Style and Self-Image," th poem is presented as typical of cases in which

the very presence of patterns is disputed, and patterns wherejli ernexLinspire a host of disparateleadings.4 The

exemplary status of the poem in respect to complex "messages" at-lai-ge arises from matters of content and

structure. The epic traces the history Of "Man's filst disobedience" (I. 1); the succumbing of Eve to Satan's

flattery; her eating of the forbidden fruit; her persuasion of Adam; their miseries; theii education by God's

emissaries. is 'to the envioul origins of Satan's rebellion; and Ilhe future history of Man until Judgment. The,

work is lengthy (hearly words) and events are not presented dionologically, but insteaclin epic-order.

progressinerom the midst'of the action with Satan's fall'to Hell upon defeat in the heavenly wars. in addition

to profundity of issues in theology, and the structiural.Complexities of shuffled time schemes and interrupted

co9frontations, local passages are marked by convointed syntax, the verb often appearing near the end of

thdughts spread over hundreds of words. It is not surprising that the questions which the work provokes require
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deep investigation of its elemental patterns. Is the work artistically designed, with style and structure supp tive

of themes? Are Satan's stated thoughts and his dramatized actions, for instance, consist6nt with his mo es as

narrated by the °there-voices"?

The history of Milton scholarship is replete with both positive and negative responses such questions

Indded, when members of the Seminar read Paradise Lost early in the course, their ow sponses to such issues

are'diverse and discordant. A major topic of the Seminar is how computers ai n addressing such difficult

matters. Although representing just one of several types of computerized rching dis,cussed in the course,

Appendix II displays selected instances* of output from computer rting in the form of a "Context-
Concordance." Such materials are explained in detail in the y meetings of the course, but may be

understood here simply'with reference to the keyword field (. neighboring text both to the left and right)'

and the context field, in this case identifying setting, s,pe r, and audience, to the far right on the page It is,

essentially this type of contextual display, though wi a varied format, which participants in the Freshman

Seminar later employ in conducting their own ori 1, computer-based studies. This output need only be given

brief attention here to suggest how the comput -sorting of language patterns can be applied ta contemporary

jssues.

As seen in Appendix II (A), the, i rprisingly few occurrences of the conjunction "BECAUSE (10) when

compared with, the term "AND" 01) reveal the artful genius of Milton, and the significance of even those

seemingly non-substantive term hich human study would most lately relepte to an "omissions" list The

linking "AND" is used by ova twenty speaking voices in the poem; "BECAUSE," the lawlike and deductive

term', is spoken only by Mil n's obedient agents (including Eve before her fall and Adam after both repent) It

is interesting to note the ' HEREFORE," more inductive and self serving, is distributed more broadly and

-also spoken by those w se arguments the poet (through the Narrator) would not have us morally credit Satan

.r is included. This exa .le exhibits the incredible consistencylwiak which the blind poet, orating his masterpiece,

controlled the styes in adjustment to themes which thread through the entire work,
.

The com er also enables us to contrast characters within local settings. The consistency of Milton's

"LOVE"
rhetonc across speakers, and his suiting 9f speech to the character, is exampled in Eve's affirmative uses of

.1
"LOVE" Wore her fall ("faith and love") and her increasing *occupation with negative aspects of love just

after herfall, posed in Book IX at line 781 (after which she laments the "agony of-love" and "trial of love"). A

. separat7context-concordance reveals die notable, consistent restriction of the same word, "LOVE." as spoken

ly Saym, to,,only those situations in which he is alone, and generally in a negative mood, These occurrences (in

oo IV and IX) are widely scpaiated in the lengthy epic, but when retrieved and displayed by,computer, they

epi omize Satan's stark pride and his self-exiled emotions. ..4."
0

, A - Such striking patterns in a complex work are not readily observed by an unaided reader. They are made

//explicit throUgh the computer's unique capacity to sort, merge, and display by sets ,,or on keys. Early in the

Freshman Seminar, the participants study other and related ways in which the computer can support the

critical process by retrieving evidence submerged in source texts, thus expanding both the range and types of
.

infonnatign input to analysis. (/
b

4 i ft. 1

III. The "Self-Image" SeMIpar Strategy
A. 7

_
The multi-faceted task or conveying typical .critical problems, providing model studies, int oducing the ;I

computer, and converting to contemporary issues, might seem formidable given the definition of seminar as!

. thirteen weekly meetings. Bop in the Watergate Section and in subsequent studies of President Nixon's self.

image, the, feasibility and cympletion of Original projects must bi credited to the energies and agents of the

students who participate.

Each two-hour meetinglis ,segmented into two sections. one on the issues of Paradise Lost (specifically,

style and self-iMage in the pcftraya1 of Satan) and the other in practical aspects of studying current evchts with

the aid of computers. .By pairing discussion of specific stages in the prior study with specific stages in the

ale
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current project, the acquisition f precepts and experience in the application of computer-aided criticism cad .

pfocecd at roughly the same .ace.

The main topics treat are, in successio'fi:

,(A) General goals aesthetic inquiry and language study; how these matters relate to comput\
resources.

(B) Project plan mg for document analysis; a systems- approach in the context of problem solving.

(C) The prep ation of rhachine-readable seiterials; comparative methods and practical tactics.

(D) The a lysis of computer-generated research aids; their relation to overall' goals of inquiry in a

psy0 historical setting.

In each has the construction of the Paradise Lost and sub-text concordances their roles in the critical

process re given as background; the students' joint project remains in the foreground.

(A)

e goals of critical inquiry, especially regarding language studies, have been briefly etched above in

uctory discussion. While such abstract concepts as that of "the critical process" arss,briifly touched on in

the eminar, the more tangible frustrations of Milton's critics in attempting to "decode" his complex work.

to "encode" &interpretations, are given more detailed attention. The students first address these

ntroversies on an intuitive basis, and discover such a wide range of peer responses to the same basic source

/materials that 'their appetites for evidence enlarge appreciably. The analogy to Watergate-related_issues is an

easyone to make due to the students' interest to testimony and their awareness that the hearings transcripts and

associated documents are both voluminous and complicat,ed.

The class encounters the complexities of Milton's poem first, directly through reading the text, tile!)

indirectly by surveying critics in print and by writing their own highly diversified critical essays. The )

complexities of Watergate communications are'established through listening to testimony tapes comprised of

particularly convolute reference reports on reports and conversations on conversations through reading

contemporary accounts by political observers, and through in:class discussions..

The parallels between poejn and politics which the students have been able to extrapolate are many. First,

'due to the "nested" nature of communications in both cases. the commitments of individual speakers are not-

simple to extricate. Just who said what to whom? In both case, the unaided reader -(or the listener) is hard

pressed to remember. In the poem, for example, one speaker's words are often voiced by another, and both,'

voices (that' reporting and that reported) are communicated by the Narrator, the ,"Epic Voice."

NARRATOR` EVE ADAM READER

In Book V, for example, the Narrator tells us that Eve tells Adam that Satian has spoken to her. Similarly

complex are instances in Watergate-related documents, in which a witness. tells what he has been told that a

third party said; and it is of interest that the critics of Milton and the critics of Watergate often themselves Cite

citations of others.'

4
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$ ecOhdly, just as the individual voices in Paradise Lost, once separated, have inspired extreme and

plashing "reactions by critics,'so does the Watergate testimony provoke contradictory responses (in popular

'Media and in the classroom). Perhaps most significantly, just as the great length and structural intricacies of the
, 4

: poem:have disrupted many a serious attempt to elucidate its central themes, so hive the sheer bulk and cross-

referencing tendencies of the Watergate testimony confounded its interpreters Os witnessed by the common

lament of `oversaturation. in otherwise, widely varying editorials and news reviews).

Thus, the prospects of computer assistance in sorting out exigencies of poetry or politics seem equally

attractive. Both domains of discourse are approachable as 'complex message sets', within communication

'settings which themselves are highly intricate.

(B)

The approaeh to project planning.which is taken in the Semiliar is goal-oriented. With a mass of source

materials and a correspondingly unmanageable collection of issue,,questions, and problems, it Is both helpful

and necessary to elucidate precisely what one hopes to learn by enlisting the ard'of computers (as opposed to all

the questions one can think of asking). Arriving at some useful evidence respective to a given and anticipated

issue is eSsential;a6.-is_the formulation of a spe,cific plan for achieving an "answer." Th4necessity of defining a

concrete, achieble goal, and of formulating a feasible route or a critical path through the problem Itecomes

very clear to the students when they hold their first self-directed discussions on materials selectidri. In the

romantic spirit associated with the early stages of most projects,' the Seminar rpembers almost invariably first

propose to concord what might be described as "the world" Jhere, all of the Watergate testimonyj, in later

coetses, all of the White House Tape -Transc'r'ipts). Learning of the limits of the Vassar Computer provides

some constraints,' but it is the actual labor of preparing their card decks which in most cases hat appropriately

narrowed the sights of the Seminar students. Selection of materials depends a good deal on goals and on givens.

Given. the severe restrictions on data-base size and the limitation to thirteen sessions for the total course,

Freshman Seminar students (most of whom have not previously used computers) have among themselves

devised selection principles to delimit their domain of inquiry. In thp Fall term of 1973, when the Watergate

studies began, the text-base was considerably narrowed through restriction to the witnesses descriptions of

communications to and from the President, a topic which seemed to promise insight into both the self-concepts

of different witnesses, and, at the same time, their views on the role of the highest official-. Taking this approach

-from the givens (Watergate testimony in the early Seminars a,nd Richard Nixon's discourse in more recent

courses) and'proceeding toward a set of concrete goals, the division of labor which is to resolve the unknowns

(build and analyze the evidence-base) has been democratically
the Seminar id 1973 preceded the "instant'. pdblications
students were thrown into basic research by the necessity

This they achieved by assigning to themselves specific sp

those excerpts which moss clearly qualified as comment

prove a challenge of sufficient scope to introduce the fre
for' the Spring-term 1974 students, with their paperb
validation pl-opedures was to replace acquisition as an

demanding of precision and patience.

ecided. Because the initial, Fall-term session of/y two publishers of the testimony, the earliest
f searching microfilms for "candidate" passages.

ns of dates to scan. Finding and keypunching just
n communication to or from the President was to

men to the intractable demands of data-acquisition;
ck editions of the testimonies; the establishment of
mediate goal, and the editing role was to prove equally

(C)

The data-base to be input into the compUter order to produce contextual concordances can be thought of

as 'duplex'. 'the text (here, Watergate testim y) is one constituent, and observation on the testimony is

another. Two messages are to be inters i'ned b virtue of the central concept of context-concording, which is to

advance critical thinking by presenting dir 14/, on the computer page initial findings that contribute to

interpretation.

Encoding .the first component, t4i o
without prior experience in languageida
Intertype Fototronic typ'e- setting sysfe

1

iginal text itself, is the more obvious starting place for freshmen

a processing. Appendix if, here, displays the output from. a Harris

, a somewhat sophisticated expression of computer printout since it

5
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includes upper /tower case, bot face, full punctuation, and special syn ols. It :s of significancefoi the teaching
of data encoding in more modest processing environments that the input to the FOTO was a print -tape based

on data punChed on a standard 026 keypunch.°

Appendix III (A) shows a sample of the input data-base, with transcription conventions where appropriate
and necessary, such as the dollar sign symbol ($) preceding letters to be capitalized and the plus sign (`-t-)

postfixed to initial words in lines, which on FOTO transcription were to be preceded by the solid black ball ()
to keep the separate lines distinct. Part B of the figure displays data from the. Freshman Seminar text
component, with the asterisk postfixed to indicate capitilized words, ancithe ampersand (&) placed at card-

initial position. Similarly, approximately one dozen transcription codes have been adopted across the four-
course series "Computers for Students of Language," in order to mode, on the Vassar 48-character printer the
more desirable resources for a text scholar, upper/lower case and even multiple type fonts. The students,
mindful of the need for scholarly standards in desPite of economic lim:s, adapt readily to 'the notion of
encoding-conventions for the text-base, as the;,do to that of- mnemonics and abbreviations, within the

"observer" component to be treated next.

. Appendix III (B) shows, to the left, a listing or "log" of the forty-one apPCarances okSatan as speaker in

Paradise Lost. Epic or "reader" order is adopted here, though not in the computational study, in numbering"the

rows which stand for separate records the data-base. Secondly, the displacement of chronology or
"behavioral time: which are effected by the epic ordering are shown in the second field of contextual items

Book number, line and page numbers ,in the Ricks edition, name of Audience and Setting then follow

Similarly, and to the right of this figure, a "log" can )be constructed to display in matrix format the

communications to and from the President located by the students, several,class periods each term are devoted

to discussiontof assumptions and commitments which accrue to category coMtruclion and construct labeling

The fields of information chosen to be Coded by the Fall-term class of the 1973 Seminar includedSdentification
of speakers, day of testimony' modality, medium, and principal topic. 'Modality/was defineds a mode and
sometimes mood indicator (was the communication actual, hypothetical, theoretical, private' etc ) and
'medium' described the type of discourse (for example, testimony, conversation, letter, memo, meeting, and

vaugely defined questioning). In the last field, the students identified one central topic of discussion, such as the

listening box, bugs, records, abstract concept of authority, or tapes, as abbreviated in the first few rows In

regard to this latter subject the topic the difficulty of assigning just one code to complex topics escaped no

one.

Deciding on a practicabre list of codes within each field proved as strentious an intellectual exercise as was

the original division of the observation field into four basic units. Certain subtleties were pre-designed by the

students, such as the uses of dashes, periods, and commas (- . ,) to identify the President as.'source' or 'receiver'

of the communications in one column and identification of the keypuncher in another Such codirtg novelties

were, of course, most inconsistently applied. In addition to purposive devices, ad hoc procedures abounded

While seated at the keypunch itself, creativity bloomed. I n, a general session dedicated to decoding the carefully

pre-planned content codes, there were several,inspired, punch-time inno+iations which defied translation, even

though at that particular evening session no one was absent: This mirthful state of affairs and others like, it

'Introduced welcome touches.of recreation into what the students had ardently defined for themselves as a

deeply seioui production plan.

(D)

As to the processing of the merged text-and-observation based data, the specific algorithm which produces

the Pfissar,Context Concordance is essentially the same as that for the original Context Concordance to

i
Paradise Lost. The main exception is that here the keyword field is to the right, with contextually observed

content ,keys to the left." The relation of their datato subsequent phases of processing is expressed to the

Seminar students in terms of the basic elements of job stvamsrinput, processingoutput, but it is to the rigors

of interpreting the output to which their attention, in thisinrst.course, is directed. One of theii jobs is to derive

1

interpretations (here, about self-image) from a document provided throuth computational aid, this is one sense
in rhich the computer aids critical judgment. Another job is to evaluate the relation of computer-aids to the
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Overall process of critical thinking. An example of the first type of yield that front analysis of a specific

product of computing is displayed here as Appendix IV. Just as we can ask if Eve's use of "LOVE" in

Milton's. poem changes over time, or whether Satan'ever, ironically, expresses "LOVE" and, if so, in what

contexts so can we ask if terms of feeling, self-esteem, logic, admission. or basic changes of tone occur across

time for partiular Watergate witnesses.
D . .

An exemplary case, examination of discrepancies between 'admitted knowledge' and 'asserted facts', is

derived in part from the computer output and in part from intuition. As shown in Appendix IV, the computer

program gathers uses of such tems as "KNOWLEDGE" (Part A) across several speakers (just as in Paradise

Lost) and annotates them contextually with reference to semantically-bound features of the different

occurrences or tokens of the given (word) type. While the term "KNOWLEDGE"Aseems fairly well distributed

across speakers and topics (respective to communications to and from the President)" John Dean's uses of

related terms" have their own 'personalties', as do the usages of others. The denial phrases "DON'T KNOW . .

. DM NOT KNOW . . .". and "DIDN'T KNOW" seem prominent, and yet Dean is shown clearly to.have

coldence in many a "FACT." Among them are the far from neutral facts of set-ups. collusion, and political

usury. charges strong enough to have warranted assertion of personal knowledge. had not the sneaker (perhaps)

been so immediately Vulnerable to indictment for conspiracy to cover up such arrangements As one student

writes, generalizing from the Watergate Contest Concordance:" 4

a

None- of the Watergate conspirators accepted responsibility. If facts weren't definite and

unincriminating they -were never discussed or the witness conweniently "didn't know."

In conclusion, I found one witness who only talked about facts, one witness who offered almost no

new information, and one witness who was a parnbt. If these men are a sample of the individuals

that lead our country, the United States is in trouble. How men of their intelligence, importance,

and 'stature can perform tasks without thinking and recognizingthe consequences or -possible harm

is very hard to believe and I have to wonder how many of the facts remain 'untold!

Such applications of context-concording are typical of the role of computer-based reference documents in

leading to interpretations; they gather the evidence but do not force a conclusion. Ins as don a course as this,

the final projects listed in Appendix V must be taken as exploratory efforts and not finished papers. The

frustrations of the class in completing their concordances so close to the end of the term are, in fact,

acknowledgments that completing the computational phase of a critical prqject merely leOs one into long and

scrupulous deliberation over the portent of evidence gleaned. A satisfactory conclusion to the course, from the

pornt of view of this teacher. is the stimulating mix of frustration at having so little time left in which to analyze,

and excitement over achieving the context-concordance,'moods which prevail in the course's last sessions."

A realization that computer-output is itself an input to decision making, not an end to thinking or a

panacea. is precisely what leads a good proportion of the Seminar students into enrolling in programming

courses or further classes in computing for4tudents of language/ even though the Computer Science program as

it now stands has no major and comprises all electiyes.

-IV. Conclusion and Qualification

The critical process is very complex. It involves both decoding of patterns and encoding of one's

observations on that pattern. How much does the human being want to be helped with this process/

In. the Freshman Seminar, as students enter college to explore their interests and themselves. we try to

suggest that machines can help man to bring focus to his queries in a problem-solving manner The computer is

a resource without man, just an appliance. It is neutral, that is, and control can be transferred to it as man

wishes.

4
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.
Later in the course series, we explore methods fbr allbtting the computer more control than is enfranchised

through, concordances. An example is the method for producing essay- writing programs in Which texts a're

searched for lexical and other_ keys ;hat increment counters associated with the/output of motivational

inferences.* Big even at this more -advanced stage, where 'human character' is limned and 'purpose'

hypothesized on the basis of detecting many types of textual features, the critical process is always aided, never

replaced, by computer support. Even computer-simulation of the testimonies given by separate witnesses, and

of the President's own discourse, seems not to produce in this new generation of students a preference or

untowardly reverence for machines over and above human judgment." Indeed, it appears to intensify their

desire to merge the sensitivity with which man can perceive, and the precision with which machines scan

As may be diagrammed, the computer coAponent is only one segmentbut a vital and 'unimpeachable'

one, in the cicala of critical processes which lead to well infornied judgment.
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We are constantly adjusting the courses in Computer Science Studies at Vassar, in response to the

increasing familiarity of entering students with respect to automation. However, the comparison of problems of

self-representation based in poetry and those in politics seems to be proving a viable constant, since critical

thinking is required in traditional scholarship and in the realm of worldly affairs. Although the specific origin of

the project text-base and the exact sequence of course assignments have varied, our three semester experience

vjith this Freshman Seminar concept indicates that students can be made aware of de computer as a desirable

resource option, and its sophisticated implications relative tb critical analysis can be incorporated into their

scholarly repertoires, as early as the first term of their freshman year in college.
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NOTES

'Winifred A. Asprey, Professor of Mathematics and Director of the Computer Center. Facilities. onsite IBM
360/30E batch-processing system, four APL terminals into an off-campus time - sharing service Author's

status: Assistant Professor.

This rs the first in a series of, four courses in "Co(nputing for Students of Language," surveying a
alphanumeric applications from Data-Processing to Artificial Intelligence. Advanced Work includes

computer simulation of natural language, automated essay analysis for psycholinguistic inference: consultant-
based Project Design for Document Analysis. The series is taught by-this author.

nqublishe,d in twelve Books in 1674. Basic texts for the present treatment are: Todd. HinryT ,, ed The Poetical .

Works of John Milton (London: J. Johnson, 1809); Ricks, Christopher: ed., Paradde Lost and Paradise
Regained (New York: The New American Library, 1968).

` Misek, L. D., Computing a Context. Style. Striicture.*and the Self-Image of Satan in Paradiseort (Ph D

'Dissertation, Case Western Reserve University, 1972).

"A discussion of Bar- Hillel's distinction betwteen "context" and "co-text" (the latter exemplified by H Luhn's

concept ofXWIC fields) is found in Misek, Automated Contextual Analysis of Thematic Structure in Natural

Language (Cleveland: A. R. Jennings Computing Center, Report 1103, 1970).k

ti appreciate the suggestion of my Vassar colleague Stephen Hopper (Chemistry) that I consult Polya's How to

Solve It in this regard.

'Richard Moore Voiced sensitivity to the difficulties of interpreting words on his first day of testimony.

"...when' two men communicate... thee is a two-fold hazard... the man who spoke might not have expressed

himself clearly, and may not have apreind what was in his mind..., the man who heard may have put a

different interpretation on the words than did the man la° spoke,them." (personally transcribed from TV).

The quip is not mine. I am indebted to the (anonymous) source.

= 'The 16g/30E is a single-user system with 32k total core, approximately 17k user core.

0.:MOre exactly, the Context Concordance to Para dise Lost (Jennings Computing Center. 1971) produced from

026 input was stored on a print-tape; the .FO'f0 read this tape. (Vassar uses 029 rather than 026 keypunch,

machines).

tThis is clearly less crucial for prose, especially here, since the boundaries of text on the punched cards do not

match a given newspaper rendition. The ampersands (&) appe'ating in the KWIC field, however, do flag card-

initial position.

L'L. D. -Misek/Thomas Mylott III, design/implementation in PL/I; adapted from L. D. Misek/William

Cornwall, original design/implementation in ALGOL at CWRU.

"These are co-c-onstituelits--ef-the_satrifbase-concept set..

"Michael Diamond (Vasir '77).

"Seminar projects can be carried over into individualized "Independent Studies."

cOMSC. 307a ("Principles and Practice of Computer-Aided Criticism") automated extraction of meaning.

is pursued botht theoretically and through working programs.

"A misconception.wha unfortunatelyplagues their elders, especially those with no hands-On computing

experience., .9

J
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APPENDIX I: COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT

freshman Siminars

In the Academic Year 1974.75, Vassar College will offer a series of Seminars design especially for.,and

limited to, freshmen. These Seminars will permit the specialized exploration of an areafo , or an approach to. a

discipline. They are intended to give the freshman student a chance to work closely with a.faculty member on a

specialized subject of his own interest. The Seminars will involve greater emphasis oh sustained independent

inquiry and closer association with instructors than is ordinarily the case in regular freshman courses The

Seminars will be ungraded; and each carries.either I/2 or 1 unit of academic credit. A freshman may not enroll in

more than one Seminar during a semester.

0
.

. ' In selecting a Seminar, you should consider its ?elatibnship to pla)ed future work in that field Attached

to ,each Seminar description is a statement indicating whether and under what cirduinstances it,7-ieFie-as a

prerequisite for intermediate or advanced work in the field. --

17 Computer Science 197a or 197b:$tyle and Self -Image. (1 unit"

When we read, we react individually to the same "messages".-What about a written work allows or even

guides us to interpret meanings differently?

In this Seminar we will Focus on an especially provocative figure, a source of critical Controversy for over

three hundred years. The Satan of John Milton's Paradise Lost has been called PHERO" or "POOL".

"COHERENT" or "RAMBLING". "DYNAMIC" ,or '"WEAK".

.,The computer will be explored as a means of recdgnizing patterns for untangling complex themes and

structures to the poem which both draw our attention to Satan's centrality and at the same time distract us from

his dramatic consistencies,--public and private..
Satan's "self-image", in particular,-will be studied as a model for many cases in which a speaker attempts

to persuade us..(ancl others) to evaluate his words and deeds is he himself would.

As a second topic of this Seminar, "transitioni.:from the analysis of "literary'' language to "live"
communications will be demonstrated through group study of Watergate Testimony. Emphasis will be on "self-

image" and social role as revealed in messages to andtfrom The President.

3

D

a.o

A '

I
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APPENDIX II: CONTEXT-CONCORDANCES, POETIC MATTER
A: Displaying Patterus Across the Entire Text of Milton's Paradise Lon

B: Displaying Patterns Across and Within Individual Characterizations
PARALSS, LOST fOUTIO c;vermormmer esareicHT c 1571 t.O.RIS, OS JUL 71

river over* the 'Wish glides..
comet; which with torrid heat,

1 caught Our lingering parents.
eastern gate Led them direct,
with dreadful faces thronged'.

to choose Their place of rest,
end in hand, with wandering steps

I.. *seen or degrade thine own.
0, rsr more than great or high:
`surety none Preely we Serve.
',against Of is all their rage.
nd tarth. Soundless the Deep.
Baritone doubt To Cod or 02.
preauses already vain and vnid,

,

01 our disCharg Pros penalty.

And

and
and.
and
and .

occurreioes

Because
Tscaue
.15ccause
Bocaue
because
beoause
Secede
116C40
512CAU11
beeuse

gathers ground 'fast at the labour
vapour as the Libyan air aduac
to the easterh gate Led them di
dowO the cliff as fast To the e
fiery apes Sume natural
Prbvidcnce their guide. They,

slow, 41. Througn Eden toot tlitir
e3401 , J.260S4

thou hest, though throned in ?ugh
in thee Love heth abounded more
we freely Jove, as in opr will
the ratht, to whom in Heaven 9

I Am whq (III Infinitude, nor,
we have a foe May tempt it. I

not yet InfIleted as he feared,.
thou,hrs done chla thou art arc
thou hut hearkened, to the vole
fro. dioath released; Some days.

occurrence 10 .01251

1

1

4

4

S.

631
635
638
639
644
647
64!

12.24AR EP.VCE TO
52.HAR EP.VCt TO
12.HA5 EP.VCE TO-
12.14AX EP.VC11 TO
12.14AA EP.VCI TO
12.HA5 EP.VCE TO
12.14AR EP.VCI TO

READER
READER
READER
READZO
READER
READER
READER

1 305 3.TH7114 GOD TO SOM
7 311 3.THRH GOD SO BOM
1 539 5.LODG'RPHAEL TO ADAM
1 814 6.H5TH 8014/RL TCCAMG41.8
4 1607.ThRN GOD/RL TO S911
5 240 9.EnEN WI TO ADAM
I SI lo.rnit GOD TO omits

61 475 10.1.074 000/VC TO RATAN
1 198 10.5011 COO/VC'To ADAM
) 197 11.20m ADAM TO EVE

209
209
209
209
209
201
201

. ,

13 2
13-26
13 24
1314
13 2$

25

560
$60
560
560
560
560
560

2 2 11 44
2 2 if 64
6 \.4 84 186
6 2 )1 140
9 1 6 247

12 2 S )40
so 1 2 396
15 6 20 414
37 124 4111
St 2 1) 470

Own, since easier anunneat/ woo
ith the*. and odious soon. Tnou,
ntinent Of easy thorciugh-far.

Thou
cOndemnat, out elf destruction

e re fallen fro. innocence. Now
able end vain. - .aelf left. Lest
on 'Ism that 'breathes o. Toren.
ties mainly to the Ian of Iva.
bcOue in world prom/erre. And
preveree, And therefore hated.
found no aid Againet invader.
is to cows I will rplater Thou
de reduce Man. tIll then frso
onq this). as of thee begot, And
e of law to vorkof faitn. And
41 wounds Of heed or reel Hot

ppier far.-- 4at us descend now

tnerzor
therefore
Therefore .

thtsfor
therefore,
therefore
therefore'
Therefbre
Therefore
therefore
therefore
therefore
therefore
Therefore
therefor

canftbc nurt ye. anO Of Just, Ho
mlso taste, that equal lot May
while I Descend through darkn
on these herbs. and fruits, and f

sought. refutes That excellence
bend thine ear To supplication

his now bolder hpnn Poach also
to his great ,.*doing I submit--

so obloct Is their pvniahmen.
hated, therefore so boast with
so beset with foes. for daring

. C00141d1 in Coml. Thenceforth
glee dub audience. and attend 6

since nt parst within hisael
was law given them. to evince T

therefore shall not Noses. though of God
therefore )olna the Son Manhood to Godh
therefore fros; 01141 top Of speculation' f

occurrences 10 .0301)

Enoweat2 Us happy. and witho.t" love
art B. strong. awe happy, and lova
but. first of a.i. Hit 0,0, ¶0 10V 4 -
ow. To brute donle0. sc era o' love
vied, and are of .owe te food. Love
0. God, or to clis..rt, Cnn.na. love

2
aal rear that My ',re 2a,tr.and lov4

a, in his care ard mat:teon.a. lova
e the event. And v-at- .4 faith. love
. got thee .crutt. t..t tender love
what.hithr boovgrot J61 ate, not love

n. She fair. divinely tali., fit love -

ot te'trible, thOugn terto.r be .n love.

5. Nate stronger. .rider show bf love
scepter, but with snow of zeal .rd lova
essle sex, the more to day.hiS love
PO in blips or,woe, So dear I love

oprived2 Thy p-esence aoony of love

May lolo us. !ch..; :oy, as egua. pouf.

Orego Thy Ilvtet COn...24e,S a5d love
0 glor.ovt i!ls, love

. Sheaf separate vs. 2..e.. . love

sentd Tnif lappy .r.a. thy 10v0

Le of tr.), .o. 'r44. S4 taot14,l l0ve
dirty wmoa Mg26.*nii. 11240 fit rel. 10V0
0 lap. Thr.. 'hey; halt fit; ot love

:s tnts IOve
nanCedt both: and disco-oosd2 Love
'ed. and .ovely: to AttrJOK 1.21,, love

nc12 by a far vo-f. C.. .f she rove

vs. Adam witrest eta. we, lvve

2 700 9.TX11 (ATMS TO mu 43

2 III 1.161tn XVI TO ADAM 22
4 393 0.550 BATAS TO 8114.DT 45'

2 603 041DM BIM TO DEATI C
4 1016 0.8DR ADAM TO EVE . 52

4 30 1TM4 BOO TO 000 I

3 93 1.1114 000 TO MICELI 40

1 314 1.4014 ADAM TO MCMAEL 61

1 520 1M1L HOLM TO Atlas
2 702 1.111L SCUMS/ TO ADAM 16

4 707 1MIL MCMAJIL TO ADAM 16

3 801 1.mIL 1tCW1. TO ADAM 17

2 12 12.111L ItOthnl TO ADAM 19

S 90 12.1fIL HOMMEL TO ADAM 20

2 247 12.141L SCRAM. TO ADAM 22

2 307 12.11,IL MCIA21. TO ARAM 22

6 388 12.61L ROOM. TO ADAM 23

S 584 12.625 MOW= TO ADAM' 26

7 TIT 16,
12 44 175

1 32 424
4 10 434
4. 06

1 2 40
2 6 01
4 )3 480
t 44 501

111 525
15 0 524
16 '1

11:

2 1: NI:
4 12 541
5 16 518

25 557

no happiness, whatever Pure tho
O But, first of all. 14... whom
is to oboy,'and keep His great
tnt food, Love', not the-lowest

, not tfe lowest end Of human life -

Shan vole. perhaps no bliss En
Can by nil fraud be si.axen or s'

but Eve. who tfiOugnt Legs Stt
, virtue, UnASSAtedt Aline, with
enjoins, Tnat I should mind t

. nor hope Of Paradise for Hal
for Gods; Hot terrible. thougn
And beauty, not approacnd2 by

well feigned2, The way which to
To Nan, and indignation it his ,

And -.render me more equal, and
him, that with nim all deaths 1

till tiny HOt reit nor shal,1 be
Last. thou 'nor to Ling, differ

so dearly Joined2. To live evil
1,11,22trinue rvidenok. ....pl.
-dear 4 TO Jr.irt9.0 with me ,ee

yillm* "Ise So eminently newer
vumg,alltd1 .1 ''tau) 221 ot

Had %ti eeftmW.d, .hni..
and love di Jle,t, Zink largely

. ,P CtiS the rekomprt.Cu Of mine;
was not in 1.nt.. LOOKS, 010net 0

. not thy put:qv..on and het csitt
withheld By parents or his h,
simmer+, /led revere/nee in my ne.r

-5 621 8.LODG RPHAEL TO ADAM
6 6)3.8.LO0G RPHAEL TO ADAM
4 6)4 8.LODG RPHAEL TO ADAM
7 240 9.[0ZM ADAM TO EVE
1 241 9.EDCH ADAM TO EVE
2 26) 9.ELEN ADAM TO EvE
9 286 9.E.EN EVE TO MAN
3 119 9.HARR EP.VCE TO PEADER
5 335 9.EDZ24 EVE TO ADAM
6 357 9,EDEN ADAM TO Fla
7 -425 9.LDEH SATAN TO SELE/5
6 489 9.EDEN SATAN TO sv.r/s
7 d90 9.Ev[4BATAN TO SELr/5
6 .4,2 9.ED[14 SATAN. TO SP-r/5
9 665 9.21ARR EP.VCE TO READER
9 812 9.717LE EVE TO Sttr/2
4 4)2 9TREE EVE TO SLLF/2
S 1138 9,EDEN EVE TO ADAM
8 882 9.EDEN EVE. .0 ADAM
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6 910 9,Entm E5/L TO ADAM
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58 4 41 114
SS 4 42 )28
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.40 1 7
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:3 1 11 344
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12 25 51 Int
:If 2. 55 146
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APPENDIX III: FROM POgTRY TO POLITICS
(Paradise Lost to Watergate)

SBEFALL+ THEE SEVERED FROM MEi FOR THOU KNOWEST
1 1 1.M T HATH BF Et1._ W.62-i1ED-US _WHA 1_1A .11L.1
SENVYING+, oisR HAPPINESS- AND OF HIS OWN
SDEsPAIRING+, SEEKS TO WORK US WOE AND SHAME
SBY+ SLY ASSAULT; AND SOMEWHERE NIGH AT WW1
Att.A.T.CHF,S+ NO_ISOUlitt.i:LUB.,G,REFELY_BDEE-JO-F tin_
SHIS+ WISH AND REST ADVANTAGE US ASUNDER;

' TO .0 IISCUDLERI US _4.0 Nrn ,__WHERF Fnf H_
STO+ OTHER -SPEEDY AIU MIGHT LEND AT NEEO:
',WHETHER+ t-ITS FIRS4 HESIGN HE TO MITHORAW______2
SOUR+ FEALTY FROM SGUT) OR TO o4sTurvi
',CONJUGAL!' LOME I HAN...11B I SS_-
SENJO YFI)+ HY US EXCITES HIS ENVY MORE]

3.

Is cIONT KNOW IF THE ORESIOENTSA STATEMINT WAS PEANT -TD RF--
E VERY LITERAL PLAY ON CAREFULLY CHOSEN WORDS"DR WHETHER IEE INTENDED
C TO GIVE IT TIte BR040-BRUSH ,INTERPPETATION THAT TT LATER RECFNED.
C THE* IS-suING nF THE SO.-CALLED ((DEAN* REPORT*))".IAS THE FIRST TIME
C IA-41EGAN TO' THINK ABOUT THE FACT THAT I* MIGHT RE BEING SET-UP IN
C' CASE' THE. WHOLE THING CRUMBLED AT A LATER TIMES
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MARu.1-ACTuCutiv-too(N
EHRL-2-QUkSHEAA.INrG
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EHRL41,WANTINFO.POLI
EHRL-I.TRY064 TH.INFO
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APPENDIX IV: CONTEXT-CONCORDANCES, WATERGATE _ '0

A: Displaying Patte Agross the Entire Data -Base for All Witnesses
'13:, Displaying Patterns crogs the Subset Data-Base for-John Dean Only

-
. .

cri4ieRIZMI Wl"IsiiEll!N&Aii 1A(GINhiliNh81;
'in sub, not t

6 .. v. fA

DATE 9S/15/74

BUtol-1.ACTuTE-ST-LOa Ig
6 FR.I.ACIUTEST-t0Ux
O 0-1.ACTuSACH-ONAT 179
DEAN-1-ACTuCOM1-CWIR 411
DEAN-1-ALIkoClAf-COVR 544
HAL0.1 PRVMUNV.80Km 1041
114.1.;41LCCNy.CUyA 1107
mITC.I.FAILCONy.COVR 1119
M1TC.14FAILOOKY000VR 4121
NITC.141mPRRPKT.ORP 1179

iiii.f-ACTUNEAR-EXCL 15
.2-ACTOTAT-PART
.2-AtGOCONV-KN )f

o.2-ALGocom-KH 1 71

AI THE SAKI TINE. C 1 -DON'T HAVE !NE TECHNICAL
C To. NY

S MADE CM AUGUST 29TH. 1972. L I HAD NO AWKAACE
No. mOHVER'S FORMER C ASSISIANT. MIGHT HAVE SCHE
lABINEI AND THAT HE MAS VERY IMPRESSED WITH MY C

HttR41171 IZDIMm7141"7tFn
riAR0APPROPRIATE PLANNING

cs. -He HAS NOT DISCUSSED THEN WITH HE. TO HY
S.t C THE ONLY THING THAI CAN STATE TO MY OWN
IN THE VITITE HOUSE* WITH RESPECT To THE C PRIOR

F MR.0 DEAN* IN HIS*SFATEMENT4 THAT t IS THE ONL
O ONE IN THE WHITE* HOUSE* AT THAT TINE HAD ANY
DEFENDING ANYTHING THAT ARO HUNT* DU' I* HAO

FACT IS THAT THE PRESIDENT WAS OPERATING WITH

KNOWLEDGE, SUT I WILL TELL Y
K NOWLEDGE. THE PRESIDENT NE
KNOWLEDGE THAT THE PRESIDEN
K NOWLEDGE IT, HE ToLD E H 4 0 L

KNOWLEDGE OF THE ciRCum ANCES OUT HE DID ADI SE
K NOwLEOE C OF THE BREAK-IN. AND HE IN OTICATEV T
RtoulE0 . BECAUSE I KNEW THE THAT H
KNOWLEDGE. THE ANSWER 4 THAT 1$ CORRECT. I

1
K NCrLECG . MA DASH , IS THAT S FAA AS It.K
KNOrtEOG Ft PARTIC1PAT ON IN THE WREAK-IN Of T

KNOW HAVE,

, IT, I THE FACT IV THAT TH PRESIOf
PARTICIPATION EN Aol

6 THAT HE. THAT rill SEEM H M. ANDTHAT

RwolAT I I* KILT
R DID PAY MO AIT
pAS'GC1h0 TO T

DATE 10,16/7 'VASSAR CONTEIT-CONCDAQANCE rITERAT O
COPYRIGHT 1472-74 PADF.C.0.41SEK,FOR SERIES'COmPuTER FOR STUDFAT4,OF IANGuA0E.

IMISFA/PYLOTI1
.

THIS RUN -- SEPARATE WATERGATE WITNESSES -- FOR RANK/ REOUENCY,ANO CONCORDANCE.
.4
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ONV.wATR
0,17.CLEm
8, .106
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IF' T COULD. OF COURSE. SE DONE. C HE TOLU NE THAT HE AN THE !RECTOR'S FILINGS Tr ST A HATT *
fit E STAFF t 1010PLi. THE PRESIDENT ASKED ME IF to KNEW HOW THIS MAO LEAKED. k. 1 TOLD mIA THAT

B3 1.1% tieiMo"1:
I.

:21TAANA112." 1"7! :14'; MITHIS.HIWY7ottgloieu.'N'T4MIT,
:CI p11: 14011tplahA48Elina:SA:4841takiEgaG 1. :; ; 18AlliT7 2174°4144 ;111)31AllswtrImft

1471 E OF t THESE ACTIVITIES AMO le 010 1141 KNOW IF HE Km 11 THE FULL C INVOLVEMENT OF ttymY1100Y. ANO
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NDIX V: REPRESENTATIVE' PAPER TOPICS'
PP

Fall 1973 Student Projects

STUDENT/CLASS YR

F
El ey '77

Sullivan, Karen '77,

Maychick, Diane '77
Krenzel, Lauren '77

'Kiser, Barbara '77

pROJECT

Castagnozzi, Mary '77
Reiser, Maya '77

Hookaway, Gillian '77
Stein, Sandy '77
Diamond, Michael 17

Driscoll, Philip '77
Lwin, Khin Sabai '77
Taylor, Susan '77-

C:S.hea, James '71
Hall, Patricia '77
Abeln, Ivfaura '77

"Nixon, Ervin, and Baker: AStudy in "Knowledge." "
"A Brief Analysis of Words of Enfotiop in The Testimony
of John W. Dean 3rd"
"Context Concordance to Watergate TestAnony:
Words of Authority."'
"Conveyance of Emotion by Butterfield and Mardian."
'"The Testimogy of Nixon, Moore, and Gray in
in the Watergate Affair: Never use "Always." "
"WATERGATE: Words Having to do with Communication
in John Mitchell's Testimony (Computer Concordance)."
"Watergate Communications with Nixon, According to John Dean "
"Hear no Evil, See no Evil, Speak no Evil: A study of
the communications of President Nixon, and Messrs, Butterfield
and Mardian."
"Butterfield's Pronouns ."
"Emotional words used by Mitchell and Erlichman."
"Words of "knowledge" used by Lakue, Gray, Mardian,
and Butterfield."

,"The Use of Personal Pronouns by Ehrlichman and Michell."
"Presidential Communication Routes in the Watergate Affair."
"The Communications of Messrs. Ehrlichman and Haldeman
(Watergate Testimony)."
"John Dean and John Ehrlichman: States of Knowledge."
"The Verbal Commtinications of John Mitchell (rerknowledge.")"
"A Project of Society and Changing Times: John Dean;
Self Image and the Image created for the Senate Select Committee
on Presidential Campaign Abuses."
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